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In the last decades, the access to schools has been

a yardstick for the consideration of the right to the

city through urban mobility and the formation of

habits towards social justice. The study here

presented seeks to examine and conceptualize the

conditions in which the access to schools in São

Paulo (Brazil) is promoted through public school bus.

To pursue the identification of differences in the

accessibility levels to schools through a quantitative

approach, a georeferenced dataset containing public

schools in the municipality of São Paulo was

associated to data on the use of public school bus.

These allowed for the generation of circular buffers

around schools with different radiuses (500m,

1000m, 2000m, and 3000m) and the incorporation of

relevant datasets: the centrality of the school’s

location (betweenness centrality), the availability of

direct routes to school (road circuity), and the street

connectivity.

Besides identifying some relevant gaps regarding

the reasons for adopting the public school bus in a

developing country, the analyses carried out seem to

target the acknowledgement of barriers (not only the

physical ones) that hinder the access to schools.
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Differences in accessibility metrics according to buffer 

distance: degrees of circuity and street connectivity 

around selected schools in Southern São Paulo.

Geographical spread of analyzed schools and

cluster analysis outputs.

The association of the gathered metrics with the

pursued variable (share of students using public

school bus) fostered the identification of the most

appropriate buffer distance (3000m) and the possible

thresholds for assessing the accessibility gaps,

which was evaluated mainly through cluster analysis

and correlations with a range of thresholds (binary

classification).

The aggregation of the collected metrics showed that

the constitution of clusters is aligned with the

targeted variable, such as the case of peripheral

schools, in which their high road circuity, low street

connectivity and high centrality (cluster 1) seem to

encourage higher uses of public schools bus and

preclude walking, in both primary and secondary

schools.


